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　GSI originated in the Cadastral Registration Map Section, Geography Department of the Ministry of Civil

Services in 1869. Later the Section developed into Geographical Bureau of the Ministry of Home Affairs in 1877,

to be integrated into Japanese Imperial Land Survey of the General Staff Office in 1888. It was reorganized as

an institute under the Ministry of Home Affairs in 1945. In 1948 it came under the Ministry of Construction upon

its establishment.

　The Institute was moved to Tsukuba Science City in 1979. In 1984 it was designated as a special organization

of the Ministry of Construction and remains to be so under the newly integrated Ministry of Land, Infrastructure

and Transport due to the central government reorganization in 2001.

Cover page :  (center) Layer-tinted map.�
Shades created by an illumination from a certain direction add a three-dimensional effect to layer-tinted map �
(tint variation by elevation) �

(upper left)  Vector chart of analyzed crustal movements�
It shows the degree and direction at each station determined through GEONET(GPS continuous 
observation system) �

(right)  Geoid map�
The Geoid, the reference surface to elevation, is expressed in a color-layer tinted map with contour lines. �

(bottom)  Areal distortion due to crustal deformation �
Distortion of area of a year estimated from the GEONET data.  Warm colors (red and yellow) show extension, �
and cool  colors (blue and violet) represent contraction.�

�
Back page:  Commemoration Map of The World 2005 Exposition Aichi, Japan 

1869・Establishment of Cadastral Registration Map Section, Geography 
Department within the Ministry of Civil Services (2nd year of Meiji Era)�

1871・Establishment of Intelligence Group, General Staff Office in the 
Imperial Army�

1872・First triangulation survey conducted in Tokyo�
1873・Publication of Inoh Map "All Great Japan Map" using copper plate�
1874・Establishment of Geographical Division in the Ministry of Home Affairs�
1877・Geographical Division upgraded to Geographical Bureau�
1879・Formulation of basic policy for nationwide survey and map making�
1880・Start of preparation of topographical maps of 1: 20,000�
1883・Start of first order triangulation survey and first order leveling�
1884・Establishment of the Survey bureau in the General Staff office of the 

Imperial Japanese Army�
　　・Establishment of the provisional origin of longitude and latitude in 

Azabu, Tokyo (the first order triangulation point "the old Tokyo" and 
determination of computation elements for triangulation survey�

1888・Establishment of General Staff office of Japanese Imperial Land 
Survey�

1891・Establishment of Datum of leveling by the Imperial Japanese Army, at 
Miyakezaka, Tokyo�

1892・Establishment of Datum of geographical coordinates in Azabu, Tokyo 
(the center of the meridian circle of the Tokyo Observatory)�

1895・Start of preparation of topographical map of 1:50,000�
1910・Start of preparation of topographical map of 1:25,000�
1913・Completion of first order triangulation survey (Meiji result) (2nd year of 

the Taisho Era)�
1923・First aerial photograph for practical use�
1924・Topographical map of all Japan at 1:50,000 nearly completed�
1945・Foundation of Geographical Survey Institute as an ancillary 

organization of the Ministry of Home Affairs�
1947・Start of first order triangulation revision survey Publication of 

topographical map of 1:200,000�
1948・Establishment of Ministry of Construction, under which the 

Geographical Survey Institute is placed as an ancillary organization. �
　　・Start of Geomagnetism survey �
1949・The Survey Act enacted�
1950・Resumption of topographical map preparation of 1:25,000�
1952・Start of gravity survey�
　　・Resumption of aerial photograph taking�
1953・Announcement of the first basic survey long-term plan�
1956・Participation in Antarctic expedition�
1964・Announcement of the second basic survey long-term plan�
1967・Completion of the first order triangulation revision survey�
1969・Establishment of Coordinating Committee for Earthquake Prediction�
1972・Start of basic survey of coastal sea areas�
1974・Announcement of the third basic survey long-term plan�
　　・Start of precise geodetic network survey�
1977・Publication of National Atlas of Japan�

1979・GSI moved to Tsukuba from Meguro, Tokyo�
1981・Installment of VLBI facility�
1983・Completion of topographical map of 1:25,000�
1984・Designated as the special organization of the Ministry of Construction�
　　・Announcement of the fourth long-term plan of basic survey �
1989・Designation of "Survey day" on 3rd June�
　　・Start of GPS satellite tracking facility development�
1990・Commemorative maps of the enthronement of the emperor�
　　・Publication of revised version of National Atlas and maps of the 

northern territory�
1991・Centennial anniversary of leveling datum (memorial stamps issued)�
1992・100th meeting of the Coordinating Committee for Earthquake 

Prediction�
1993・Publication of digital maps in floppy disks�
1994・Announcement of the fifth long-term plan of basic survey �
　　・Start of nationwide GPS continuous observation�
1996・Opening of "The Science Museum of Map and Survey"�
　　・Preparation of maps of active faults in the metropolitan areas�
　　・Revision of specifications for public surveys of the Ministry of 

Construction�
　　・Establishment of Geodetic Observation Center�
1997・Publication of digital maps in CD-ROM format�
　　・Observation at VLBI stations, Aira and Chichi-jima Island�
1998・Start of operation of VLBI station in Tsukuba�
　　・Global mapping project�
　　・Opening of Space Geodetic Laboratory �
　　・Establishment of Geography and Crustal Dynamics Research Center �
1999・Revision of the fifth long-term plan of basic survey�
　　・Publication of "Digital Map 50m Grid (Elevation)" and "Digital Map 

25000 (Map Image)"�
2000・Posting of GSI clearing house gateway on internet�
2001・Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport was　inaugurated, GSI 

being its special organization�
　　・GSI nominated as a designated administrative organization by the 

Disaster Prevention Basic Law�
　　・Amendment of the Survey Act (Adoption of the Japanese Geodetic 

Datum 2000)�
2002・Completion of the nationwide network of GPS-based control stations�
2003・Completion of "Digital Map 25000 (Spatial Data Framework)" for the 

whole national land�
　　・Number of visitors to "The Science Museum of Map and Survey" hit 

200,000 mark�
　　・Publication of 1:25.000 topographic maps in new specifications�
2004・Announcement of the sixth long-term plan of basic survey

History of Geographical Survey Institute (GSI)History of Geographical Survey Institute (GSI)
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MissionMission

▲�  

▲�Space Geodetic LaboratoryGSI (Headquarters: Tsukuba City, Ibaraki Prefecture)▲�

▲GSI (center) and The Science �
Museum of Map and Survey (right) 

GSI makes national maps and establishes control points as a basis for all the surveys, which serve as the

primary data for all the efforts of national land development and infrastructure building. We continue to play this

crucially important role by pursuing four strategic goals in a relevant and comprehensive way.

■ Planning of policies related to survey 
　GSI makes plans including long-term plans of basic survey and develops policies related to survey to improve

and strengthen the survey system of Japan as an administrative authority that manages the Survey Act. Efforts

are continued to bring“Digital Japan” into reality.�

■National land information infrastructure and Research & Development 
efforts 
　GSI develops the‘positional information’and‘geographic information’, which is one of the base 
information infrastructures of the whole national land, and promotes research and development for promotion 
and application of those data.  �
   As a specially designated administrative organ under the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Law we contribute 
to disaster prevention and mitigation by providing geographic information and conducting monitoring of crustal 
movements. 

■ Guidance and coordination for public survey 
　Based on the Survey Act, GSI gives guidance to and coordinates highly precise survey operations (public

survey) executed by the national and local governments in order to avoid duplication and ensure survey

accuracy.

■International activities related to survey and mapping  
　As the only administrative organization responsible for land survey, GSI is actively involved in the international

activities of survey, mapping and earth sciences researches.
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OrganizationOrganization

Satellite Geodesy Div.

Crustal Monitoring Div.

General Affairs Dept.

Topographic Dept.

Okinawa Regional Survey Dept. [Naha]

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Personnel Div.

General Affairs Div.

AccountingDiv.

Supply Div.

Welfare Div.

Public Relations Office

Policy Coordination Office

Survey Guidance Div.

Planning and Coordination Div.

International Affairs Office

GIS Promotion Office

Planning Div.

Physical Geodesy Div.

Space Geodesy Div.

Mobile Observation Div.

Planning Div.

National Large Scale Mapping Div.

Map Compilation Div.

Technology Development Office

Planning Div.

Environmental Geography Div.

Disaster-Prevention Geography Div.

Human Geography Div.

Planning Div.

Information Management Div.

Map Information Div.

Map Imagery Div.

Information Access Div.

Information System Div.

Research Planning Div.

Crustal Deformation Research Div.

Space Geodesy Research Div.

Geographic Information

Analysis & Research Div.

Survey Div.

Survey Div

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Investigation Div.

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Administrative Div.

Survey Div

Director

General
Deputy

Director General

Chief Inspector

Number of Staff

797

Regional Survey

Depts., etc
Main Office

(Tsukuba)

Technical

Official

Administrative

Official

Administrative Div.

Planning Dept.

Geodetic Dept.

Geographic Dept.

Geoinformation Dept.

Geodetic Observation Center

Geography and Crustal

Dynamics Research Center

Kanozan Geodetic Observatory

Mizusawa Geodetic Observatory

Hokkaido Regional Survey Dept. [Sapporo]

Tohoku Regional Survey Dept. [Sendai]

Kanto Regional Survey Dept. [Tokyo]

Hokuriku Regional Survey Dept. [Toyama]

Chubu Regional Survey Dept. [Nagoya]

Kinki Regional Survey Dept. [Osaka]

Chugoku Regional Survey Dept. [Hiroshima]

Shikoku Regional Survey Dept. [Takamatsu]

Kyushu Regional Survey Dept. [Fukuoka]

Survey Div

Geodetic Reference Div.

Topographic Information Div.

Topographic Mapping Div.

Administrative Div.

Administrative Div.



FY

Total budget

General administration expenses

Expenses related to operations

Business affairs expenses

Science and technology expenses

Facility development expenses

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

－�Supplementary budget

2002 2003 2004 20051999 2000 2001

Item

11,154

6,534

4,620

4,406

38

176

692

11,818

6,626

5,192

4,969

47

176

1,593

12,622

6,456

6,166

5,940

50

176

3,397

11,562

6,405

5,157

4,796

203

158

200

11,294

6,183

5,111

4,755

203

153

0

11,079

6,072

5,007

4,651

203

153

550

10,977

6,048

4,929

4,552

224

153
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�¡■�The Budget for FY2005The Budget for FY2005 ［in thousand yen］�

BudgetBudget

■�Budgets in the past seven years

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Fiscal Year

Operations expenses

General administration

Supplementary budget

［in million yen］�［in million yen］�

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　  FY2004　　　FY2005 　　　　　  Change �
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Amount 　　  Amount          △minus        Ratio�
    　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ａ 　　　　　 Ｂ　　　　  A－B 　　   A/B�
　　　　　　　　　　Total 11,078,721 10,976,783 △ 101,938 0.991�
Partly budgeted amount of MLIT 3,186 － △ 3,186 －�
 1. Expenses for international conferences 3,186 － △ 3,186 －�
  (1) Expenses for international conference 3,186 － △ 3,186 －�
Total budgeted amounts of GSI 11,075,535 10,976,783 △ 98,752 0.991�
1.  Expenses for general administration of GSI 6,071,785 6,048,155 △ 23,630 0.996�
  (1) Personnel expenses 5,505,107 5,483,293 △ 21,814 0.996�
  (2) Expenses for ordinary administration 156,307 152,732 △ 3,575 0.977�
  (3) Tsukuba Science City related expenses  410,371 412,130 1,759 1.004�
 2. Expenses for geodetic control point survey 2,335,837 2,307,492 △ 28,345 0.988�
  (1) Expenses for Japanese archipelago precise geodetic network survey  1,614,659 1,590,225 △ 24,434 0.985�
  (2) Expenses for strengthening of crustal movement observation 464,819 458,635 △ 6,184 0.987�
  (3) Expenses for geoid survey 9,590 9,411 △ 179 0.981�
  (4) Expenses for astronomical survey 31,573 31,255 △ 318 0.990�
  (5) Expenses for leveling 5,703 5,539 △ 164 0.971�
  (6) Expenses for gravity survey 7,672  7,552 △ 120 0.984�
  (7) Expenses for survey of geomagnetism 14,767 14,582 △ 185 0.987�
  (8) Continuous observation expenses at geodetic observatories 2,182 2,182 0 1.000�
  (9) Expenses for facilities for geodetic contorol point survey 48,387 47,963 △ 424 0.991�
  (10) Expenses for research of crustal movements 93,920 92,301 △ 1,619 0.983�
  (11) Expenses for development of positional information infrastructure  42,565 47,847 5,282 1.124�
 3.  Expenses for map information preparation 1,840,572 1,780,717 △ 59,855 0.967�
  (1) Expenses for national land basic information research  538,291 524,975 △ 13,316 0.975�
  (2) Expenses for national land basic information data base 649,988 631,909 △ 18,079 0.972�
  (3) Expenses for preparation of base maps 399,714 384,189 △ 15,525 0.961�
  (4) Expenses for e－government promotion 34,736 29,766 △ 4,970 0.857�
  (5) Expenses for "Digital Japan" promotion 217,843 209,878 △ 7,965 0.963�
 4. Expenses for geographical survey   345,599 339,174 △ 6,425 0.981�
  (1) Expenses for survey of lakes, and marshland 4,806 4,591 △ 215 0.955�
  (2) Expenses for survey of land conditions 118,149 115,215 △ 2,934 0.975�
  (3) Expenses for survey of land use  83,746 82,361 △ 1,385 0.983�
  (4) Expenses for preparation of atlas, etc 16,002 15,549 △ 453 0.972�
  (5) Expenses for map information management 46,870 46,772 △ 98 0.998�
  (6) Expenses for basic survey of coastal areas 25,552 24,960 △ 592 0.977�
  (7) Expenses for national land history archives 50,474 49,726 △ 748 0.985�
 5. Expenses for preparation of global map 57,975 56,792 △ 1,183 0.980�
 6. Expenses or map reproduction, etc. 64,458 64,655 197 1.003�
  (1) Expenses for map reproduction 55,628 56,121 493 1.009�
  (2) Expenses for aerial photograph reproduction 8,830 8,534 △ 296 0.966�
 7. Expenses for entrusted survey 3,540 3,540 0 1.000�
 8. Expenses for researches on geography and crustal dynamics 203,190 223,679 20,489 1.101�
  (1) General researches expenses 27,237 27,237 0 1.000�
  (2) Special researches expenses 174,091 175,067 976 1.006�
  (3) Expenses for research evaluation 1,862 1,862 0 1.000�
  (4) Expenses for national land basic information developmet research based on satellite imagery － 19,513 19,513 －�
 9. Expenses necessary for development of facilities of GSI 152,579 152,579 0 1.000
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Planning of policies related to surveyPlanning of policies related to survey

■ Outline of The Sixth Long-Term Plan of Basic Survey 
�

　“Basic Survey”means surveys that serve as a basis for all the other surveys, and 
that are conducted by the Geographical Survey Institute (Article 4, Survey Act).  The 
Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport shall make the long term plan 
concerning Basic Surveys (Article 12, Survey Act), in order to systematically carry out 
basic surveys.  The Sixth Long-Term Plan of Basic Survey has been in effect since 
Fiscal Year 2004. �
 �
   The priority issue in the Plan is development of an environment that facilitates ready 
access to and easy sharing of positional and geographic information any time, 
anywhere by anyone, for which three strategic approaches are adopted as described 
in the next page.�
�

Control point survey(GPS-based control points, triangulation points, benchmarks),

cartographic activities(digital mapping, topographic maps of 1/25,000), etc

Surveys by private sector 

Public surveys

Public surveys

Surveys by the central government

Basic surveys conducted by GSI support all the other surveysBasic surveys conducted by GSI support all the other surveysBasic surveys conducted by GSI support all the other surveys

Basic surveys 

Housing maps, road maps

Surveys by local governments



News

Old town�
landscape

Town development committee

Futuristic view �
of the town

Community surrounded �
by nature
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1. Promote development, utilization and application of geo-referencing information infrastructure

○Create an environment where accurate positional information is readily available.

(Target)

Develop a positioning system with precision of 10cm anywhere in five years and make the system

operable indoors and underground of the strategic areas in ten years.

Today In ten years

2. Promote development, application and utilization of Digital Japan fundamental information 

○Develop and provide updated geographic information

○Create an appropriate environment for ready access to and use of multi-dimensional geographic
information

(Target)

Provide updated map data of the national land and local landscape within one month of the change

in five years and develop an internet environment for easy access to the changes of the national

land and local landscape in ten years.

Today In ten years

3. Promote development, application and utilization of geographic information for disaster 
prevention and mitigation 
 
○Continuously monitor crustal movement

○Create an environment to accommodate strengthened measures for disaster prevention and mitigation

(Target)

Detect crustal movement to a cm precision and contribute to the countermeasures against

earthquake and volcanic eruption.

Today In ten years

 Where are we in
underground
shopping mall?

We know only
approximately
where we are.

It’s so convenient.
We can get a

display on our cell
phones of the whole

shopping mall.
　�

It’s so difficult �
to reach a �
consensus.

I can’t really �
visualize it.

Participation through the internet
We can show you images of the�

town landscape of yesterday, today�
and tomorrow based on the�
accumulated geographic�

information.

The slow slip during the past
two months in the area of

Here’s information on �
crustal movement.  �
We’d better listen to it. 

An earthquake!

I am very happy
with this
automatic

navigation system.
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■Efforts to bring the concept“Digital Japan (Denshi Kokudo)”into reality 
“Digital Japan”is a concept of virtual representation of the national land on computers based on the various positional and 
geographic information updated and integrated in real time.  Allowing ready access on the internet to the latest geographic 
information any time anywhere to anyone, its potential can be explored for various projects.  Specifically it can support the 
efforts, among other things, in implementation of disaster prevention measures, development of interactive life environment 
for citizens, environment assessment, landscape simulation, and tourism promotion.

GSI as Secretariat manages the portal site of Denshi 
Kokudo, where all the information on Digital Japan is 
given.�
�(Denshi Kokudo Portal web site http://cyberjapan.jp/)

GPS-based control stations

Public survey data 
Various thematic maps 

Various databases 

Aerial photographs

Old maps

Environmental information 

Road and river information

▲�

The system contributes to e-government efforts with 
its mapping support function and confirmation service.

▲�

Acceptance 

confirmation 

Applicant

data entry

Through Digtal Japan

Data sharing
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Database compilation to support 
regional development

　GSI promotes earthquake researches as Secretariat of the 
Earthquake Research Committee and the Coordinating 
Committee for Earthquake Prediction

Proposal to the Minister

Information

Policy Making�
Coodination

Members

Information

　GSI is promoting popularization of Geographic 
Information System (GIS) as a member of the Secretariat 
of GIS Liaison Committee of Ministries and Agencies.

GIS Promotion 
Association of 
Government and 
Private Sectors

GIS Action Program 2002-2005�
●Generally complete development of infrastructure�
　environment for GIS utilization.�
　・Standardization of National Spatial Data Infrastructure and 

its priority use by the government�
�・System and Guidelines for digitization and dissemination of 

geographic information�
�・Digitization and provision of spatial data infrastructure�
�・Dissemination support of GIS�
●Highly efficient administration and High-quality�
�service by the government

●Geographic Information System (GIS)

popularization and promotion initiatives

●Promotion of earthquake surveys and researches

　GSI gives guidance and advice to the sectors concerned 
on the change of geographic coordinates due to the 
adoption of the Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000 (JGD2000) 
based on the amended Survey Act.

●Initiative to the Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000

　GSI strives for development and provision of geographic 
information that can serve the regional development in 
support to the action plans of the national government for 
creating Japan as an attractive tourist destination and to 
promote the strategy of beautiful nation building adopted by 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport.

●Development of beautiful national land and

promotion of tourism

GIS Liaison Committee of Ministries and Agencies

Planning of policies related to survey

Tokyo Datum 

JGD 2000

Latitude     N  35°39’30”�
Longitude   E 139°45’00”�

Latitude    N  35°40’00”�
Longitude   E 139°45’45”�

Position of JR Shimbashi Station  

Tokyo Datum
Latitude      N  35° 39’ 47”�
Longitude   E 139° 45’ 47”�

JGD 2000

GSI

▲Coordinating Committee for Earthquake Prediction

Latitude     N  35° 39’ 59”�
Longitude   E 139° 45’ 29”�

 Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion
  (established in 1995)
    Coordination of budgets and other administrative works
    with related governmental organizations
    Establishment of comprehensive survey and observation
    plans

 Earthquake Research Committee
   Secretariat :  , Meteorological Agency and Ministry of
    Education, Culture, Sports, Science Technology
   Overall evaluation of earthquake activities.

National Universities

National Institute of Advanced
Industrial Science and Technology

National Institute for Earth
Science and Technology

Council for Science and Technology
 Geodesy Subcommittee (established in January 2001)
 Studies for obseavation and researches plan

Cabinet, Ministries
concerned

 GSI

Coordinating Committee for Earhtquake Prediction
(established in 1969)
 Secretariat: GSI
 information exchange, technical studies

GSI

Access to the regional information 
from local governments and citizens

Japan Meteorological Agency

Hydrographic and Oceanographic�
Department, Japan Coast Guard
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National land information infrastructure and RNational land information infrastructure and R

■Development and provision of geo-referencing information

●Establishment of national control points

By observations and surveys through the national control points (GPS-based control points, 
triangulation points, benchmarks), GSI offers the updated precise reference data of position and 
elevation that can be readily used.  �
GSI has also established a geo-referencing information infrastructure, which enables utilization of the 

high-precision geo-referencing information anytime, anywhere, and by anybody in real time.

The positions and elevations of the national control points established at 130,000 locations throughout the country are precisely 
determined, the results of which are used for all survey works as the accurate basic data of position and elevation on the earth. 

▼GPS-based control station

▼VLBI observation station network

▼First order triangulation point network ▼First order bench mark route

GPS-based control station

▲GPS-based control station

First order triangulation network �

First order triangulation point

▲First order triangulation point ▲First order bench mark

First order leveling routes�

Tide observation station

VLBI observation station�

Observation baseline
Shintotsukawa

Tsukuba

Aira

Chichi-jima

▲Shintotsukawa�
　observation station

▲Tsukuba�
　observation station

▲Chichi-jima observation station

▲Aira observation�
　station

▲Accuracy and relevancy of the survey data are maintained through the VLBI�
　observation network receiving radio waves from quasars billion light years away. �
�

Nihon Keiido Genten
(the origin point for the 
horizontal datum of Japan) 

2-18-1 Azabudai, Minato-ku,�
Tokyo�
Longitude 139° 44'28.8759” E�
Latitude  35° 39'29.1572” N

Nihon Suijun Genten
(the origin point for the 
vertical datum of Japan)

1-1, Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku, �
Tokyo�
(on the premises of the �
constitutional government �
memorial hall) �
Elevation  24.4140m�
(Tokyo Bay Mean Sea Level) 



Z

X Y

1
2

3

4

5
6

Geo-referencing information
database of control points

Control points
information obtained
by various surveys

Provision of the latest
positional information

for users
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Research & Development efforts Research & Development efforts esearch & Development efforts

▲Street control point

●Basic surveys of streets for urban revitalization

Development of street�
control point

:Public control point or other    �
:Street control points�
:Street point

Street point survey 

Autonomous mobility support project

The project aims at promotion and completion of cadastre 
surveys for densely populated areas where thorough 
cadastre surveys have not yet made.

●Development of geo-referencing information infrastructure 
Comprehensive database of geo-referencing information is developed to provide accurate positional information to users. �
�

●Participation in the autonomous mobility support project 
GSI participates in the project promoted by the Ministry of 

Land, Infrastructure and Transport and aims at an 
environment where positional and geographic information 
are readily available any time anywhere to anyone at any 
precision required.

(Portable information terminal)�
Kobe Port Tower is 868m �
south-west from here.

Latitude: 34°41′17.229″�
Longtuide:135°11’ 36.724″�
Elevation: 2.426m

Intelligent control point�
with IC tag

●Support autonomous �
　mobility of every citizen �
●Support emergency relief�
　and rescue activities�
●Develop hospitable�
　environment for tourists 

The high-precision positional�
information automatically�
guides my wheel �
chair anywhere I want to go.

This is so convenient.  It�
gives me pre-information�
on the route and I can �
confirm it while moving.

Control points
information obtained
by various surveys

Provision of the latest
positional information

for users

Geo-referencing information
database of control points

Creation of new businesses

Street point

Street coutrol point
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■Development and publication of Base Geographic Information for“Digital Japan”�

●�Preparation and publication of topographic maps for national land management

 

▲�Digital map 2500 (Spatial Data �
Framework)  Osaka

▲�Digital map 25000 (Spatial Data Framework)�
Oita

▲�Coverage of GIS framework data  (as of March 2005) 

▲�1:10,000 topographic map[Sapporo] ▲�1:25,000 topographic map[Sapporo] ▲�1:1 million Japan-I �
 (Sapporo and its vicinity) 

●�Development and publication of Spatial Data Framework

Areas where 2500 level development completed

Areas where 25000 level development completed

Areas where 50000 level development in progress

　GSI prepares and constantly updates geographic information covering all Japan. This information is published to provide 
detailed land data for national land development and conservation as well as disaster prevention.

　In addition to 1:25,000-scale topographical maps that cover all Japan in about 4,300 sheets,  GSI prepares and updates various 
types of topographic maps and makes them available to the general public. 

　GSI develops base geographic datasets and publishes them as a Digital Map (Spatial Data Framework) series. These Digital 
Maps, including Digital Maps 2500 and 25000 (Spatial Data Framework), are regularly updated to meet the diverse needs of the 
people. 
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●�Development of national land history archives

   The past and present geographic information kept in GSI, including aerial photographs, old editions

National and local land history information will allow local communities to reassess their land characteristics.

　�●�Acquisition and dissemination of the up-to-date geographic information 
M

Aerial photograph

(Taken by the U.S. Army, 1946) (Taken by GSI, 2000)

Topographic map

(Revised in 1915 by Army Land Survey) (Revised in 2003 by GSI)

（�1951）� （�2000）�

Geographic names and others

C villageA village

B village

▲�
▲�■■�

◆◆� D city

▲�
▲�■■�

◆◆�

（1986）� （�2004）�

Information of control Topographic maps Aerial photographs

Collection of basic
information

“Digital Japan”server 

Published map

Digital map

Provision of geographic
information

Access to geographic information via the Internet  

Geographic
information database

National Land Information Infrastructure

Landscape

～�

～�

～�

～�

National and local �
governments

Private sector,
Research institutes

　Historical geographic information kept in GSI, including aerial photographs and old maps, is digitized and integrated into national 
land history archives. 

　GSI updates core geographic information of Japan by regularly collecting basic information from the national and local 
governments as well as the private sector. The updated geographic databases are open to the public via the internet.
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120°�

126°�

126°�

132°�

132°�

138°�

138°�

144°�

144°�

24°� 24°�

30°� 30°�

36°�
36°�

42°�
42°�

500 km

153 57' 50"

24 16' 41"

５ｃｍ�

Eurasian
plate

Pacific Ocean
plate

Philippine Sea
plate

North American
plate

■Development and provision of geographic information for 
disaster   prevention and mitigation
　As a Designated Administrative Organ, pursuant to the Disaster Countermeasures Basic Act, GSI promotes earthquake prediction

research, observes crustal deformations, and prepares geographic information to be used as the basic information for disaster

countermeasures.

　GSI also develops landform classification data, precise topographic data, etc., as basic information for disaster prevention and mitigation.

●Monitoring of crustal movement by GPS continuous observation

　By continuous observation at GPS-based control stations distributed

around the country, detailed data of crustal movements in the

Japanese Archipelago are monitored in detail, where earthquakes and

volcanic activities are frequently observed.

●Preparation of geographic information used for preparation of hazard maps
　GSI prepares thematic maps and precise elevation data through the airborne laser scanning survey as basic information source to be

used for various hazard maps, which contribute to disaster management.

●Detection of crustal movement by Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) 

　Spatial distribution of crustal movement can be understood in

terms of area through SAR Interferometry combined with survey

data, which enables detection of crustal movement.

▲ An interferogram of radar images in northern part of 
Miyagi Prefecture acquired by RADARSAT, a Canadian 
satellite. One cycle of fringes stripe represents ground 
displacement of 2.8cm.�
Observation data: June _ July 2003 �

Observation data : From January to December 2004,

A fixed station : Fukaura, Aomori Prefecture

▲Digital Elevation data（5m mesh）［Southern part of

Saitama prefecture］�

▲Land Condition Map［Wakayama］� ▲Land Condition Map of Volcano［Fuji-San］�

★�

★�

★�

M＝5.3

M＝5.5

M＝6.2

RADARSAT2003/6/13-2003/7/31

Minamitorishima�
(Marcus)�

Island
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嬬�恋�

東�部�

佐�久�

軽�井�沢�

National Land Information InfrastructureNational Land Information Infrastructure

● In response to a disaster GSI quickly conducts emergency survey investigations and aerial photograph 
taking and the obtained geographic information and crustal movement data are released without delay to the 
public and to all the Ministries and local government offices concerned.  Our data support and strengthen 
disaster prevention efforts at all levels

◆Response to a large earthquake

◆Response to volcanic activities

◆Response to disasters caused by heavy rain

▲Disaster map of the Chuetsu Earthquake of 2004（Map released at

Denshi Kokudo Portal）�

▲Radar observation around the crater of Mt. Asama by an aircraft and

cross sections

▲Map of flood area by high tide due to the typhoon #16 in 2004

（Takamatsu City）�

▲Conceptual map of fault model estimated from the crustal movement

observed at the time of the Chuetsu Earthquakes of 2004.

▲Continuous monitoring by the GPS observation points established

around Mt. Asama

▲Map of flood area due to the heavy rains in Niigata-Fukushima in 2004

（Mitsuke, Niigata）�

Mt.AsamaMt.Asama

東部�東部�

嬬恋�嬬恋�

軽井沢�軽井沢�

佐久�佐久�

0km 10km0km 10km

凡例� 破堤箇所（主なもの）�

緊急現地調査により確認� 斜め写真（空中写真）により確認�

×�
浸水範囲�

Legend
GPS-based control point

Mobile continuous observation point

Volcanic displacement observation point

Baseline before establishing mobile observation points

Baseline added after establishment of mobile observation points

M＝5.9

M＝6.8 M＝6.1

三条地区�

見附地区�

中之島地区�

×�

×�

×�

×�

×�

×�

×�

×�

×�×�×�×�

凡例�
等高線�

浸水範囲�

M＝Magnitude

深さ3.3km

深さ10km深さ2.8km

5km

4km10km

噴火前断面図�

噴火後断面図�

標
高（
ｍ
）�

標
高（
ｍ
）�

距離（ｍ）�

距離（ｍ）�
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Estimate of 
interpolate movement

Simulation based on 
finite element analysis

Dual-pipe observation well to detect ground condition changes Aerial photograph colorization
Original（1947）　colorized　　current（1997）�

Monitor changes in depth of 
aquifer and layer of little 
permeability

Monitor changes in depth 
of aquifer and layer 
of little permeability 

■Research & development related to survey and mapping
Various relevant activities are under way for higher efficiency in survey and mapping, effective promotion as 
well as for earthquake researches, and promotion of international researches of geo-sciences. 

●Clarify crustal movement characteristics of 
earthquake cycle 
●Improve prediction accuracy in terms of medium to 
long term forecast for trough type earthquakes 

●Rapid preparation of ortho-photo map

●Advancement in survey and mapping technologies 

● To contribute to development of sciences related 
with the earth and land

● Of map making

Modeling of crustal movement Overlaying of ortho-photo onto map data

●Clarify the vertical change mechanism (ground 
surface elasticity change) 
●Monitor secular changes of ground condition on a 
medium- to long-term basis 
●Develop technology for a fixed type control point 
to be established on the stable ground

●Landscape restoration based on historical 
geographic information 
●Understanding of environmental changes of the 
national land 
●Contribution to beautiful nation building 

● To support survey activities and administrative 
policies

● To contribute to environmental  preservation and 
 disaster prevention

Maintenance of geodetic reference system Application and utilization of 
historical geographic informationConventional type 

of GPS
land 
surface

Stable stratum

GPS

National Land Information Infrastructure
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Guidance and Coordination for public surveys Guidance and Coordination for public surveys 

   Highly precise surveys executed by the national or local governments are called public surveys.  GSI is 
responsible for guidance and coordination as is stipulated in the Survey Act to ensure accuracy and avoid 
duplications in the public surveys.

● Guidance and coordination for public surveys

● Efforts for standardization of new technologies in public survey

Control point survey

Group A Group B

Data sharing through the 
public survey clearinghouse

Application of new survey
technology

Incorporation into the
operational regulations

Establishment of
technical standards

・Avoid duplications 
・Ensure accuracy 

Topographic map making based on the 
control points of Group A 

Use of public survey results

Development of public survey clearinghouse

Procedure of a public survey

・Apply for use approval of survey monuments and results

・Apply for approval of operational specifications for public
　survey 

・Submit public survey execution plan 

・Submit public survey results 

・Report surveys conducted other than basic surveys and 
　public surveys 

Internet Public survey clearinghouse

Information provision server 

Information management server
Receiving and processing server

Public survey information 
registration system

●Airborne laser

　scanning survey

●Network type 

　RTK-GPS survey

　　　　・

　　　　・

　　　　・�

Accuracy
verification

Preparation
of a manual

▲GSI prepares standard working manuals required for introduction of new survey technologies（e.g. Airborne laser 
scanning survey）into public surveys. 

Airborne laser scanning survey

IMU

GPS

GPS

GPS satellite

GPS reference station

Baseline vector

scanning swathflight direction

IMU
Laser point

General management system for
electronic application at MLIT
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International Activities Related to Survey and  International Activities Related to Survey and 
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●Development of Global Map

 　�　�

●Establishment of geographic information standards consistent with international standards 

Geographic information standards

Establishment of national standards
based on the discussions at

ISO/TC211

GSI

ISO/TC211
Geographic information/Geomatics

 

Participating members in ISO/TC211  
P- Members ( Active member)

 
 (28)�
 (30)O- Observer )

International Activities Related to Survey and  

　As the sole administrative organ of survey and mapping of Japan GSI is engaged in various 
international activities in the field of survey and mapping and geosciences. 

　To promote dissemination and mutual utilization of geographic information GSI plays an active role in ISO/TC211, one of the 
Committees of the ISO.  Japanese Standards for Geographical Information (JSGI) base on the discussions at ISO/TC211. 

◆Global Map project development �
Participation of 140 countries and regions as of February 2005 

Legend 

▼Global Map (Land cover and others) (Swaziland) ▼Map developed based on Global Map (Map of Area �
affected by the Off-Sumatra earthquake) 

Members (

Epicenter

Data already released(20 countries and regions) �

Data under verification(68 countries and regions) �

Data under development(52 countries and regions) �

Considering participation in the project�
(19 countries and regions)

Most raster data of current Global Map are compiled from 
GTOPO30 and GLCC, Contribution of United States of America.�
This map is for the purpose of reference and the boundaries in 
this map are not authorized by any organizations.

WG4 Geospatial services
WG6 Imagery
WG7 Information communities
WG8 Location based services
WG9 Information management

ISO/TC211 national committee

Drafting of international standards

　GSI as Secretariat calls for cooperation among the national mapping organizations around the world to promote Global Mapping 
activities, which will be a significant contribution to the worldwide efforts for the global environmental issues, sustainable 
development, and to disaster prevention measures.  Global Map is basic geographic information covering the whole land areas on 
the earth in consistent specifications with such data as rivers, coastlines, vegetation, and land use at a resolution of 1km.



 Mapping Mapping
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●Participation in IVS (International VLBI Services) and promotion of international joint 
observation and researches 

●Participation in various international conferences on survey and mapping organized by the 
United Nations and other international organizations 

▲�Global Mapping Lecture Meeting (April �
2004, Tokyo, Japan) 

●Participation in the Antarctic Research Expedition 
 

▲�International Steering Committee for Global �
Mapping (ISCGM) (February 2004, India) 

-400

-350
-300

-250
-200

-150
-100

-50
0

50

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

▲International VLBI observation network
▲According to the Japan-US VLBI observation of the baseline length the �
　distance between is shortening by about 6cm annually. 

Significant contribution is made to the global development of survey and mapping technologies

Permanent Committee on GIS Infrastructure �
for Asia and the Pacific (PCGIAP) �
(September 2004, China)   Secretariat: GSI 

▲�

 Mapping

　GSI participates in observations of international geodetic survey networks, and carries out earth observations at a global level, 
whereby contributing to preservation of the global environment and clarification of scientific phenomena in collaboration with many 
countries around the globe. 

　Significant contribution is made to the global development of survey and mapping technologies through regional and global 
collaborative projects �
�

Baseline length (Tsukuba station － Kokee station )= 5,754km

GSI offers technical assistance to improve �
survey techniques in developing countries. 

▲�

▲�Since the first expedition (1956), GSI has dispatched its members and has provided 
scientific basic data on Antarctica through routine operations such as gravity survey, 
geomagnetic survey, GPS continuous observation and preparation of topographic maps 
by photogrammetry. 

●Technical assistance (dispatch 
of experts and acceptance of 
trainees) to developing countries 
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Information ServiceInformation Service

●Announcement of examination and the license system of surveyor and assistant surveyor

URL http://www.gsi.go.jp/ENGLISH/index.htmlURL http://www.gsi.go.jp/ENGLISH/index.htmlURL http://www.gsi.go.jp/ENGLISH/index.html

　A registered surveyor is responsible for planning and execution of surveys, while an assistant registered surveyor

conducts surveys based on the plans the registered surveyor has drawn. Under the Survey Act those who engage in the

basic surveys and public surveys are to be registered surveyors or assistant registered surveyors.

　As of March 2005 the number of registered surveyors is roughly 210,000 and that of assistant registered surveyors is

about 450,000.

■Qualifications: 　 Anyone can apply to sit the examination irrespective of �
 nationality, age, sex, educational background and experiences. �
■Screening method:  Written examination for both candidates�
■Date and time of  Mid to late May every year (Sunday) �
　examination: �
■Period of application:  For about one and half month from mid January every year

not applicable to successful
candidates of the examination

Overview of National examination of surveyor and assistant surveyor

Registered
surveyor

Registration
application Qualified for a license of surveyor

Assistant
registered
surveyor

Qualified for a license of assistant surveyorRegistration
application

(Assistant surveyor)

Job experience

Universities
Junior colleges

Technical colleges

Graduation upon completion of
studies required

Training institution approved by
the Minister of Land,

Infrastructure and Transport

Completion of studies and
training of skills required

For Assistant surveyor
 successful candidate

Training institution approved by the Minister of
Land, Infrastructure and Transport

Completion of highly technical studies and
training for specific skills

National examination

For surveyor
successful candidates



Topic E-mail address Office in charge

Consultation and inquiries related to survey and maps  soudan@gsi.go.jp Counselor for Map and Survey, Public Relations Office, General Affairs Department

Science Museum of Map and Survey and visitor information  kengaku@gsi.go.jp Public Relations Office, General Affairs Department

Approval of copying and use of survey results  fukusei@gsi.go.jp Examination Section, General Affairs Division, General Affairs Department

Perusal and delivery of control point data and maps/aerial photographs

Publication of maps and aerial photographs

Digital maps  dmapinfo@gsi.go.jp Information Management Division, Geoinformation Department

GPS-based control station  denshi@gsi.go.jp GPS-based control station Section, Satellite Geodesy Division, Geodetic Observation Center

National examination and registration of surveyors and assistant surveyors  toroku@gsi.go.jp Registry Examination, General Affairs Division, General Affairs Department

Public survey  koukyou@gsi.go.jp Public Survey Section, Survey Guidance Division, Planning Department

Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000 survey results  g2000@datum1.gsi.go.jp Planning Division, Geodetic Department

Standardization of survey and mapping  kijyun@gsi.go.jp Standardization Section, Survey Guidance Division, Planning Department

Overseas technical cooperation and international research exchange  intex@gsi.go.jp International Affairs Office, Planning Department

Geographical information system(GSI)  gis@gsi.go.jp GIS Promotion Office, Planning Department

Maintenance and management of control points such as triangulation points  kijunten@gsi.go.jp Planning Division, Geodetic Department

Global Map  sec@iscgm.org Global Map Secretariat, Environmental Geography Division, Geographic Department

Research & Development of earthquakes and volcanos  eiss@gsi.go.jp Research Planning Division, Geography and Crustal Dynamics Research Center

Tidal observation  tide@gsi.go.jp Third Crustal Monitorling Section, Crustal Monitoring Division, Geodetic Observation Center

Digital Japan  sec@cyberjapan.jp Digital Japan Secretariat

Home page  www-staff@gsi.go.jp Information System Division, Geoinformation Department

Consultations in the regions Regional Survey Departments in Hokkaido, Tohoku, Kanto, Hokuriku, Chubu, Kinki, Chugoku, Shikoku, Kyushu, and Okinawa

 seika@gsi.go.jp Information Management Division, Geoinformation Department
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●Where to contact

Information service

B Exhibition Hall

B1 Permanent Exhibition

B2 General Information

B3 Special Exhibition

C Earth plaza

D Airplane for survey,“Kunikaze”

●Science Museum of Map and Survey 

B

C

B3
D

B2

B1

A

B1:Permanent Exhibition(2F)

B3:Special Exhibition(2F)

B1:Orientation Room (1F)B1:Map Gallery (1F)

C:Earth plaza D:Airplane for survey,“Kunikaze”�

A

　Science Museum of Map and Survey consists of three parts;  
‘Exhibition Hall’,‘Information Hall’, and‘Earth Plaza’.  It is 
the first of its kind in Japan. �
　The Museum guides you around the world of surveying and 
mapping from many different view points, from the basic concept 
and methodology, various kinds of maps, relations with people’s 
life, and its long historical evolution.  Also available are data of 
control points, aerial photographs, maps and miscellaneous 
information of map and survey GSI owns.�
　GSI wishes that the Museum will meet diverse requirements 
and serve as a venue where researchers, users and local 
residents can meet and learn about survey and mapping.  So 
far, more than 200,000 people have visited the museum.
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■Location of Geographical Survey Institute and Regional Survey Departments, etc.

■Addresses and telephone numbers of GSI and Regional Survey Departments, etc.
Geographical Survey Institute

Hokkaido Regional Survey Department

Tohoku Regional Survey Department

Kanto Regional Survey Department

Hokuriku Regional Survey Department

Chubu Regional Survey Department

Kinki Regional Survey Department

Chugoku Regional Survey Department

Shikoku Regional Survey Department

Kyushu Regional Survey Department

Okinawa Regional Survey Department

Kanozan Geodetic Observatory

Mizusawa Geodetic Observatory

〒305-0811

〒060-0808

〒983-0842

〒102-0074

〒930-0856

〒460-0001

〒540-0008

〒730-0012

〒760-0068

〒812-0013

〒900-0022

〒292-1155

〒023-0101

1Kitasato, Tsukuba

Sapporo Daiichi Government Building, 2-1-1 Kita Hachijo Nishi, Kita-ku, Sapporo

Sendai Daisan Government Building, 1-3-15 Gorin, Miyagino-ku, Sendai

Kudan Daini Government Building, 1-1-15 Kudanminami, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo

Toyama Government Building, 11-7, Ushijima Shinmachi, Toyama

Nagoya Government Building No.2, 2-5-1 Sannomaru, Naka-ku, Nagoya

Osaka Government Building No.4, 4-1-76 Otemae, Chuoku, Osaka

Hiroshima Government Building, 6-30 Kamihatchobori, Naka-ku, Hiroshima

Takamatsu Government Building No.2, 1-17-33, Matsushima-cho, Takamatsu

Fukuoka Government Building, 2-11-1 Hakataeki Higashi, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka

Naha Daiichi Regional Government Building, 1-15-15, Hikawa, Naha

Kanozan, Kimitsu

42-2, Aza Kumagasawa, Kuroishi-cho, Mizusawa

TEL +81-29-864-1111

TEL +81-11-709-2311

TEL +81-22-295-8611

TEL +81-3-5213-2051

TEL +81-76-441-0888

TEL +81-52-961-5638

TEL +81-6-6941-4507

TEL +81-82-221-9743

TEL +81-87-861-9013

TEL +81-92-411-7881

TEL +81-98-855-2595

TEL +81-439-37-2661

TEL +81-197-26-2625

●�

●�

●�

●�

●�

●�

●�

●�
●�

●�

●�

●�

●�Sapporo City

Mizusawa City

Sendai City

Kimitsu City

Toyama City

Nagoya CityOsaka City

Fukuoka City Takamatsu City

Hiroshima City

Naha City

The Sea of Japan

The Pacific Ocean

Kinki Regional Survey Department

Hokkaido Regional Survey Department

Mizusawa Geodetic Observatory

Tohoku Regional Survey Department

Geographical Survey Institute

Kanto Regional Survey Department

Kanozan  Geodetic Observatory

Hokuriku Regional
Survey Department

Chugoku Regional
Survey Department

Chubu Regional Survey Department

Shikoku Regional Survey Department

Okinawa Regional
Survey Department

Tsukuba City

Metropolitan Tokyo

Kyushu Regional Survey Department
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InformationInformation

■How to get to Geographical Survey Institute

Facilities in the headquarters

1 Main Office Building

2 Annex

3 Film warehouse

4 Reproduction laboratory workshop

5 Remote sensing laboratory

6 Geographic laboratory

7 EDM calibration laboratory

8 Astronomical observation laboratory

9 Geomagnetic laboratory

10 Gravimetric laboratory

11 Crustal activity observation station

12 Geodetic observation tower

13 Rhombus base line

14 Testing pool

15 GPS-based control station(Tsukuba 1)

16 Front gate

17 Antipollution control station

18 Information service center

19 Observation service hangar

20 Airplane for survey, "Kunikaze"

21 VLBI mobile antenna

22 Science Museum of Map and

Survey (Exhibition hall)

23 Earth Plaza

24 Space Geodetic laboratory

25 GPS-based control station (Tsukuba 3)

26 Tsukuba VLBI observation station

27 Japan- Korea memorial promenade
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Tsukuba Express about 45min.(operation starts on Aug. 24, 2005)
Tsukuba
Sta.

JR Joban Line
about 60 min.

Bus (for Tsukuba Center) about 100 min. (every 70 min.)

Bus (for Tsukuba Center) about 100 min. (every 90 min.)

Bus (for Tsukuba Center) about 70 min. (every 10 min.)

Bus (for Mt. Tsukuba) about 80 min. (every 120 min.)

JR Joban Line
about 65 min.

JR Joban Line
about 70 min.

Metropolitan
Highway

Joban Motor Highway
about 30 min.

Ken-o Highway
about 5 min.

Ordinary roads
about 20 min

Hitachino-
Ushiku Station
(East exit)

Bus (for Building Research Institute,
Shimotsuma) about 15min.
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